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The management  accepts  no responsibility for views expressed  herein.

The proprietors reserves the right to edit articles submitted.

Any  news, articles, poems, gossip, schedules, paintings, jokes you have, please send 
them to the editor. You are looking for a free companion, a slave, an assassin? 
Advertisements are very welcome.
______________________________________________

02   EDITORAL    
 
#    A warm welcome to the pages of the 93rd volume of the NEW VOICE OF GOR  !

Trade on Gor was the driving force of cities without it there would have been less conflict 
and less interaction between cities. Trade alliances were formed and contributed to the 
intrigue between areas of the planet. Wars were fought between cities and between 
alliances. Trade however was still carried on. To enable all this the merchants formed their 
own laws and rules with their own magistrates to enforce the law the merchants hired 
mercenaries and also used city guards. Just my two copper tarsk bits.

Rarius Yuroki
Editor of the NEW VOICE OF GOR  

#    (OOC) FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

Is the  NEW VOICE OF GOR OOC or IC?

This newspaper is available  IN CHARACTER  at message boards in several cities. But it 
has OOC parts and IC parts which can be identified although many people mix both.  We 
try to keep the two separate. But if you start a storyline based on an IC article of the NEW 
VOICE OF GOR it would be useful for a moderator to have a log where you have read the 
message ICly.

The NEW VOICE OF GOR can be true or false, propaganda or journalism like on earth. 
There is no freedom of the press on Gor. Why let the truth get in the way of a good story?!

"Goreans were not always fooled by posts on boards.
Those who control the public boards, it is said, control the city. 
But I was not sure of this. 
Goreans are not stupid. 
It is difficult to fool them more than once. They tend to remember."
(Magicians of Gor)

#   I want this clearly structured layout for my "notecard newspaper"!

Look here: http://www.headstar.com/ten/
 ______________________________________________



##   ALL OVER GOR

03  (OOC) THE INITIATES TRILOGY

After countless hours and the work of many Initiates, it is ready: The Initiates Trilogy.
These three books are full permission and meant to be distributed freely.

1. The Book of the White Caste
This volume is meant to replace the "Priest Kings Book" originally put out by Nikoli 
Nicholls. If you have one, you may delete it (or keep it as historical artefact) as this book 
replaces it, AND updates the information through Book #33.  The book has been REVISED 
to remove "Luther Scrolls" references and ALL references are backed up with BTB quotes.

2. The Book of Liturgies
This is a compendium of services, prayers, blessings, rituals and sacrifices. The liturgies 
contained are NOT By The Books. They are extrapolations written by a trained religious 
historian (Master's degree in Medieval Theology) and may be used as you wish... or not 
used.. Or cribbed from to create your own services.

3. The Initiate Caste Handbook.
This is a comprehensive Roleplay Guide giving you the reasons, the characterizations, 
motives, methods and descriptions to help you create your character as an Initiate. The 
book contains chapters on how to RP a White Caste member, what their duties and 
responsibilities are, what kinds of Initiates are in Gor (all backed up with quotes from the 
books) and best of all, a current notecard on WHERE to find skins, robes, tools, supplies 
and more needed BY Initiates. This book contains nearly everything needed for a new 
Initiate to establish himself. Please do not give this Handbook to non-Initiates. Our Caste 
OUGHT to have secrets!

04  THE HOUSE OF HOY JOB OFFERS

 BANKERS / COIN MERCHANTS REQUIRED 

Applications are invited for the post of" Banker"  and (coin) merchant  in the below listed 
cities

THE CITY OF OLNI 
CITY OF LANDA
PORT KALANA ON THE VOSK RIVER 

Duties will include 
Normal banking duties
Keeping of records - ledger
Exchange of coins 
checking of coins for quality 
checking for rare coins 
contracts for trade 

Apprentices accepted too.



Applications to the House of HoY (Rarius Yuroki)

05   GOREAN NEWSPAPERS (OVERVIEW)

THE NEW VOICE OF GOR (Gor wide)
Editor and Publisher: Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza), merchant 
Accountant: Wendie, scribe of HoY (Wendie Lemon)
HoY Scribe Slave: Moon (spirit7moon)
Correspondent in Olni: Teal Razor, Slave of Siri Emerald Jr.

OLNI GAZETTE
Editor: Janette Inglewood

FOREST PORT CHRONICLE
Editor: Ubara Nyurahlee Kai of Forest Port

THE TREVIAN TRIBUNE
Editor: Payton999 Robonaught

THARNA NEW TIMES SCROLL
Xtrxmx Resident  Managing Editor
Leisha Sideways  Editor
Rei Nori Editor

THE TURIAN GAZETTE
unknown

ARCADIAN MESSENGER
Editor: Nephtides Resident 

THE RORUS CHRONICLE™
Editors-in-Chief: Penumbra Straaf and Tala Winterwolf

THE VIGO TIMES
Editor: Sophia Farella

JAHESA CHRONICLE
Editor and Publisher: Elena Dreamscape Jahesa Head Scribe and Moana Jahesa First girl

THE LANDA HERALD
Editor: NN

THE HERLIT CRIER
Editor: Felicia Soleil

CRIMSON SCROLL
Offical Scroll of the Crimson Sword Outlaws
Editor: Commander Sian Sprie
Scribe slave editor bina (SSamantha Fride)



THE GAMES OF GOR NEWSLETTER
produced by the Kaissa Guild of Gor
Editor: shani (littleredhead Resident), slave of Master Jonathan Crane, Sword of Ko-Ro-Ba 

______________________________________________

##  GOREAN CITIES
_______________________

06   PORT OF OLNI

THE SLAVE'S CORNER
A satiric look at life on this wonderful planet of Gor

By Teal Razor ~  Slave to Siri Emerald Jr. Captain Port Olni Scarlet's

GRRRRR….I CAN'T STAND THAT PERSON
By Teal Razor ~ Port Olni Correspondent

I have made that statement many times since being captured and taken to Gor.  The 
variety of reasons why I might think that someone is just not my cup of tea can be 
numerous.  For the sake of brevity I will define those who have annoyed the excrement out 
of me in the past and demonstrate how you too can overcome this malady without the use 
of heavy medication and extensive psychiatric analysis. I took the time to look up 
Linnaeus' system for putting Latin names to flora and fauna.   Following his nomenclature I 
found  the equivalent species in Gor. In some instances I have had to improvise as 
Linnaeus was never privy to some of these baffling species.

Here we go:
Incessantia Natterolea subspecies Annoyaeolis:  In the Gorean this translates as Annoying 
Incessant Natterers.  I think you have probably been within earshot of this species.  They 
are given to trumpeting their every existing moment.  Whether it is the tuna fish sandwich 
they had for lunch or the lousy night's sleep they had last week..Incessantia feels the need 
to inform you of everything that is going on in their ADD (Anxious Dread of Death 
Syndrome) brains.  I think this species needs to evolve so that a label appears on their 
foreheads warning those in the community of their proximity.

Non sequiturus subspecies Goreolis:  Loosely translated in the Gorean -  Non Sequitur 
spouting Gorean.   Everything they say, "does not follow". I have seen this species in 
action where ever I go in Gor.  They feel it necessary to enter a conversation ass-
backwards.  Even though they have not "heard" any of the conversation that is currently 
taking place and enter the exchange in this manner:

Resident#1: Do you know when the barrels of Thentian Blackwine beans will arrive on the 
dock?
Resident#2: I have not the foggiest…does anyone here know of the ships arrival time?
Non sequiturus:  I am clearing out my inventory…I just found a jock strap I did not know I 
had and I ate a tuna fish sandwich for lunch….
Resident#1: Rubs chin with confusion and cants head in Non sequiturus' direction….
Resident#2: Scratches balls and walks away.



Ignoramii Spectacularis subspecies Stupidea:  This is a truly remarkable species and 
bears further study.  I would be loathe to demonstrate my lack of knowledge to the general 
populace and instead choose the Socratic method of learning.  When you get right down to 
it, Socrates said, and I am taking much poetic license here, "if you don't know anything, 
keep your fookin' mouth shut."  Or take some lessons in the workings of Gor and ask lots 
of questions.  A recent and incredibly wrong use of a Gorean term had a slave reeling in 
the commons area of Olni.  If you have run into Ignoramii Spectacularis you will no doubt 
recognize a face palming moment as this:

Ignoramii Spectacularis: ''Black Wine for me, girl, as I have need to get stinking drunk."
Slave serving the Ignoramii:  nods her head and asks "Would that be the special black 
wine then Master?"

I say, good save. 

Giggleatea subspecies Femalae:  The Gorean dictionary translates this into "The Giggler 
of the female persuasion."  Now don't tell me you haven't heard the call of Giggleatea.  
Their habitat is in the Gorean wide communication tool called Skype.  It is here they are 
heard at their level worst..  and continuously let fly a non melodious cackle of epic 
proportions.  Their crazed laughter, at one knows not what, interrupts sentient thought to 
the utter dismay of everyone around them.  Be forewarned, when approaching this species 
it is advisable to wear ear plugs.

There are more to be sure… take this species of Warrioliem…

Warrioleum Pussius subspecies Scarlati:   Looking this up in the Big Dic of Gor…big 
dictionary…I find it translates to Scarlet Caste Warriors promoted beyond their abilities.  
When this species is put to the test in battle or a raid, collateral damage is certain to take 
place.  They are known for getting in the way of victory over the enemy and killing their 
fellow soldiers with friendly crossbow fire.  If you want to experience proximity to this 
species, BYS, bring your own sword.  You will need it to slay Warrioleum Pussius and then 
defend the city against the raiders which certainly will be easier once Warrioleum is 
dispatched.

Noobius Avatareae subspecies Facepalmius:  Does this species need any 
explanation..Noobs who provoke face palming at every juncture.  The males of the species 
walk around with their prim cocks in their hands seeking a willing female of any species to 
fornicate with.  The female of the species seem to have large feet that do not fit their 
shoes.  Are they not irritating or what?

HOW MANY PERSONALITIES DO YOU HAVE?
By Teal Razor ~ Port Olni Correspondent

When you go into your clothes closet in Lindenlandia in the morning and pick that article of 
clothing to express your "Persona of the Day", do you find yourself wondering if you will 
dress as a man, woman, or alien?  Now you may not understand what I am alluding to but 
I will tell you I knew a slave in that great city of Port Olni, who had no fewer than 42 
"outfits".   She took delight in "sewing" new "outfits" and giving them all names.  In fact, I 
came up with a name for a citizen of Gor once.  I told this slave that the guy was a 
Prickasaurus Giganticus.  She immediately went out and "sewed" together another suit of 



clothes and called this "suit",  "Prickasaurus Giganticus".  She did not hesitate to put this 
new suit on and expose this "personality" to the world.  As she did so, I shielded my eyes 
from the rather enormous appendage dangling between his thighs.  

Okay, lets not beat around the Tor shrub.  If you open your closet and see more than two 
personalities in there, you have exceeded good taste and logic.  Maybe you need to box 
up some of this "clothing" and make a charitable donation to the less fortunate.

OLNI GAZETTE
Latest Issue No. 43
Editor: Janette Inglewood

________________________

07   TARNWALD

#   PROPAGANDA WAR IN TARNWALD

by Wendie

"The high council is corrupt" or "the high council is Oppressive" - so the posters say in 
Tarnwald everywhere, then a notice that "only the hero can save the citizens". Even the 
priest kings have sided with the Hero, they even proclaim its his birthright.

 All this was recorded before paint was daubed across it another sign: "RESIST - Join the 
resistance support Hero for Ubar" is another bill posted outside the merchants stores.
  
The joining must be by invitation because there are no joining instructions.  

Notices defaced with cheap jibes its time to worry just what are our Council is doing ,im 
sure they are not the ones defacing the notices ,they would have torn them down.

What is the council going to do? What is the hero's next move? 
 
The only thing this will do is affect trade, HOY expects the price of gold to soar., "have you 
stored your gold safely"?

Will we have an Ubar any time soon or will the Council strike back? We can only wait and 
see...

#   TARNWALD COUNCIL DELIBERATES A REQUEST

by Anonymous

Raised voices were heard in the council chambers of Tarnwald as the petition from Avhir 
Allegiere to be made administrator was discussed.

 With some parties steadfastly supporting the self proclaimed Hero of Tarnwald, and others 
blaming him for riots and civil unrest, bitter argument ensued.



 
The High initiate sang the praises of the hero, claiming him to be a sign from the Sun God 
that Tarnwald would enter a new and more powerful age, conquering new vassal lands,  
and keeping the city state safe from the threat of  the kur invasion. He had already 
defeated one kur ship singlehandedly after all.

Had the warriors not defended the city up till then? Had not every one of them shown 
bravery and valor in keeping it's citizens safe? The Captain of the Red Caste seemed 
remarkably reticent on the matter.

Accusations of corruption followed, and assertions that the sun, wasn't the only shiny gold 
thing in play. The man was of House Allegiere, already under suspicion for perverting the 
course of justice, and quietly dispensing with key witnesses to a murder case.

Rumors of visits to other lands were put forth, stories of failures in diplomacy at Randal's 
Landfall told. With Avhir in power, surely war would descend upon them all in none too 
short a time.

While peasants protested in the streets against the council, discussion turned to vehement 
argument, lasting hours, the vote held over for one day then another.

When it came, the decision turned on a single vote, the council split. The application 
rejected - barely.

________________________

08   VENNA

THENTIS ATTACKED VENNA

by lady Vicky

Treacherously  gaining  entrance  the  Thentians  attacked  our  sole  guard,  cut  down  
two  slave  girls  and  burnt  any  Beans  he  could  find.  Luckily   most  of  ours  are  
locked  away.  This  attack  occurred  a  hand  ago-

_______________________

09   VIGO

#   RANDOM THOUGHTS
by Śσþɧϊα  Ƒαгєℓℓα
                                          
I had barely gotten the last edition of the paper done when Treve swooped in and raided 
the city. Several of us were sitting in the cafe when the alarm sounded. In, what seemed 
like the blink of an eye, there were enemy Warriors grappling over our walls. 

It all happened so fast, but I remember standing and screaming "RUN!" then seeing the 
Free Women and slaves scatter.

I followed Lady Meyru, and Lady Chelsea followed close behind me. I'll not put into print 
where Lady Meyru led us, in the event a hostile city somehow got a copy of this edition, 



but it made me realize that when I came to Vigo, no one showed me where to hide and I 
can only presume that I'm not the only one.

Since the raid, I have learned of one other place but I would like to see someone, who 
knows where they all are, share that knowledge with everyone who wishes to know. 
Perhaps assign someone to make sure that each new citizen is shown the various places 
within their first few days of joining.

Just as a side note, I found it interesting that there is at least one person in Treve who still 
feels a sense of loyalty or maybe just some deference toward me, because of my former 
position there. I'm not sure who it was, but one of the raiders captured my girl, ruby, then 
when he found out that she was mine, he let her go. 

#   [OOC ANNOUNCEMENT]

To the Ubar/Sim owner of Tarnwald
This scroll is to inform the City of Tarnwald and its defending caste of Warriors, that the 
SOS (Scarlets of the Shield) Cities which include the following: City of Turia, Town of 
Sulport, Island of Jahesa, Port Tafa, Port Olni, City of Vonda, Port Cos and the City of 
Vigo, have met and with great deliberation, have voted to ban Military and Role Play 
interaction with the City of Tarnwald.
This means there will be no Role play and no  Military Role Play between the City of 
Tarnwald and the Home Stones membered within the Scarlets of Shield.  
Regards,
Members of the: SOS (Scarlets of the Shield)

Island of Jahesa: Azerbain C Grey
Port Cos: Cetius Bracula
Port Tafa: Hawksby
Port Olni: Jarek SpiritWeaver
Town of Sulport: Lord Z . Ubar of Sulport
City of Turia: Darius Vayandar of Turia
City of Vonda: Kilian Reikaz (jensen.reikaz)
City of Vigo:  Liam Whitesong, Ubar of Vigo

[This is a terrible mix oc OOC and IC, the editor of the NEW VOICE OF GOR, and no 
reason was given. By the way: Vonda closed.]

THE VIGO TIMES
Editor: Sophia Farella
Actual edition Nr. 3, Feb. 2012
_______________________

10  LANDA

RESIGNATION AS ADMIN OF LANDA

Tal Fellow Citizens and slaves,
It is with a heavy heart to inform you that I have stepped down as Administrator of Landa. I 
believe that the city should proceed with another leader with different ideas that will 



hopefully bring the city forward.
I hope my decision to leave Landa will not leave any hard feelings with anyone, because I 
will continue to love Landa and her citizens. I wish you all well.

Hail Landa
Thorn

NEW ADMINISTRATION IN LANDA

The administration and citizens of Port of Victoria (which closed unfortunately) have been 
seen in Landa opening the gates with their own keys....!

THE LANDA HERALD
Editor: NN

______________________

11  GENESIAN PORT

THE UBAR OF TURIA OFFERING A REWARD AGAIN

Breaking news from Genesian Port:

The Ubar of Turia arrived in Genesian port and offered 2000 gold tarn for the head of 
Rarius Yuroki .

Two warriors of Tarnwald arrived there in company with me, as I wanted  to talk business 
with the  merchants of Genesian Port.

  A warrior of Tarnwald challenged the Ubar of Turia but lost his duel.  The  Ubar of Turia 
did nothing when the warrior from Tarnwald was down, but left, perhaps he was scared 
because  the other warriors was Randal the Intrepid.

I, Rarius Yuroki, was standing besides Randal watching, this happen 

The editor of the  NEW VOICE OF GOR

______________________

12  TELETUS

Welcome to the Teletus Warrior Run™. 

by Anjali Cazalet

I started the run back in 2008 as a fun means of training our allies on the rough terrain of 
Teletus. Now, it's meant to test your mettle, your patience, and your funny bone. Not the 
easiest thing to do, running around like a duck with a sword in hand, chasing after dozens 
of ladies a leaping over hill and dale.

______________________



13 THE REST

No news or new issues at the moment from  TREVE (THE TREVIAN TRIBUNE),  
ARCADIAN MESSENGER, THARNA (THARNA NEW TIMES SCROLL),  the THE TURIAN 
GAZETTE, the CRIMSON SCROLL (Offical Scroll of the Crimson Sword Outlaws),   
RORUS (THE RORUS CHRONICLE™), JAHESA (JAHESA CHRONICLE),  THE 
SOARING HERLIT (THE HERLIT CRIER) and THE GAMES OF GOR NEWSLETTER.
_________________________________________

##   GAMES

14   KO-RO-BA ZAR TOURNAMENT

starting Feb 18th
ask Astary Pendragon to sign up
Directed by the Zar Guild of Gor

_________________________________________

##    TRADE

15     TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE

The True Southern Trade Alliance has nothing to do with the so called false "Southern 
Trade Alliance" of Turia, Vigo and Sulport, which was a front company of Fina in the past. 
The true STA boycotts the trade with these cities.

The monthly meeting of the true Southern Trade Alliance (STA)  took place in the City of 
Tor. The results are confidential.

The Assembly adopted a new Magna Carta:

THE TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE OF GOR

The Citizens of the TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE, in league to form a more 
perfect coalition, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for trade with safe 
passage, promote the general  well-being, and secure the Blessings of the Priest Kings to 
ourselves and our Posterity, do  prescribe and validate this: 

We proclaim to work together towards trade support to unify the south against invaders 
seen  from any entity especially from  the North that disrupts our mutual trade investments 
within our Ports, Cities and Oases, for peace and prosperity and the protection of our trade 
routes.

The Parties to this Agreement,
 
Recognising that their relations in the field of trade and economic endeavour should be 
conducted with a view to raising standards, large and steadily growing volume of real 



income and effective demand, and expanding the production of and trade in goods and 
services, 
 
Recognising further that there is need for positive efforts designed to ensure that 
developing cities,  secure a share in the growth of trade commensurate with the needs of 
their city.
 
Being desirous of contributing to these objectives by entering into reciprocal and mutually 
advantageous arrangements directed to the substantial reduction of tariffs and other 
barriers to trade .
 
Resolved, therefore, to develop an integrated, more viable and durable multilateral trading 
system encompassing the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 
 
Determined to preserve the basic principles and to further the objectives underlying this 
multilateral trading system, 
 
With the Blessings of the Priest Kings
 
We  Agree as follows:
 
1.  The cities will  work together towards beneficial trade between member states. 

2.  An option for military support against cities not within the Southern Trade Alliance of 
Gor ( Each attack will be decided by member states ).

3. No member city will belong to the Southern Trade Alliance of Turia and its allies.

4. The alliance will endeavor to keep the peace and allow trade to flourish. 

5. All member states will act at all times within the codes of the castes of each city.

6.  Any dispute between cities will be settled in the court of the city which the dispute arose 
.

7. Any dispute involving a group of cities will be settled in a neutral city with three Legal 
scribes making the final decision if the cities cannot agree.

8. Each state will be responsible for their own coin and accept the coin of other cities. 
Each state will set their own exchange rate.

The STA about Kanda trade:

LA BOTTEGA DELLA KANDA DI ERION
THE ERION'S KANDA STORE

SKIP THE KALDA, HAVE A KANDA!

Si avvisa la gentile clientela che la bottega "Skip the kalda, Have a Kanda" ha aggiornato i 
prezzi alla moneta corrente della kasbah di Mizar. La merce è prodotto localmente, a 



pasang zero, e ne viene garantita la lavorazione manuale da manovalanza locale. Ottimo 
contro gli urts, si consiglia anche la radice di kanda o il suo estratto, anch'esso lavorato in 
maniera del tutto naturale.

We inform our customers the shop "Skip the Kalda, Have a Kanda" has updated the prices 
according to the currency of the Kasbah of Mizar. The goods are produced locally, zero 
pasangs. Moreover, it is guaranteed to work with local workers. We also recommend the 
kanda root or its extract, worked in a natural way, good against urts.

Foglia sfusa di kanda: 4 tarsk bit di rame
Pugno di foglie sfuse di kanda (circa 20 foglie): 8 tarsk di rame
Sacco di foglie di kanda (circa 20 pugni di kanda): 160 tarsk di rame

Kanda loose leaf: 4 copper tarsk bit
Handful of kanda loose leaves (about 20 leaves): 8 copper tarsk
Bag of kanda loose leaves (about 20 handfuls): 160 copper tarsk

Stringa di kanda (foglia già lavorata manualmente): 7 tarsk bit di rame
Radice di kanda (venduta in scatole): 100 tarsk di rame
Estratto di radice (venduta in bottiglietta): 150 tarsk di rame

Kanda string (leaf already processed manually): 7 copper tarsk bit
Kanda root (sold in cases): 100 copper tarsk
Root extract (sold in small bottles): 150 copper tarsk

ENJOY FREEDOM!

16   HOUSE OF YUROKI COMPANIES (HOY)

Trade reports by HoY slave Moon

#   TORCADINO

A trip to Torcaadino was set, and ready to go, the weather was very nice.  A hot soup was 
set out for the shoppers, as they strolled through the merchandise.  Many birds were sold 
that day, and some wonderful gem panthers, and gem birds.  It was a wonderful day 
visiting the people of Torcaadino.

#   HAMMERFEST

Finally after a lengthy voyage, we have reached our destination, Hammerfest.  The docks 
are bare, but we get are tharlarion, and set up the goods, and soon they are bustling with 
shoppers.  Its very nice here, and making free soup brings the people down. Looking at all 
the wonderful item, many birds are sold from Schendi.  They are boxed and covered for 
the owners, and given seeds .  Some grain , gem stones. some birds also sold.are  We 
pack the tharlarion and head home, waving to the people of Hammerfest, and thanking 
them for a wonderful day.

�



 #   RARN

We set of with out wagon and tarlarion, for a sunny day in Rarn. We set up out display with 
a few new things, our wonderful soup, and the birds flying around, looking very festive.  
People eating soup and bread walking through the displays, commenting on all the lovely 
items.  A lovely gem tarn bird was sold, some black beans and some mead.  We look 
forward to going to Rarn again.  Wishing you well, we set out on out trip home.

#   NEW PRODUCT LIST

The house of Hoy has been expanding its wares with the acquisition of a mining company 
in the Shendi  we can now offer precious stones among other commodities . Stones are 
easy to conceal and do not deteriorate when buried  

#    SEEKING MERCENARIES, AGENTS AND MERCHANTS   

The House of Yuroki Companies (HoY) is looking to recruit Mercenaries. They will be used 
to escort Hoy caravans throughout Gor and protect the banks.

Renumeration is by the  4 Hands ranging from 1 silver to 1 gold depending on the work 
required .
Merchants are also required to further the interests of the house of hoy renumeration is 
negotiable. 
Agents in other cities are also required. 

#    CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES HOY BANK

The base unit of exchange rates are the coins of the city of Ar.

The gold tarn disk of Ar is considered to be the standard by which other cities, such as Ko-
Ro-Ba and Port Kar. set the value of their own coinage. It is worth, generally, 10 silver 
tarsks, but standardization is slight due to the shaving or splitting of the coin as well as 
faulty scales that contribute to the debasing of the coinage. (pg. 155, Rogue of Gor)

_______________________________________________

##    ADVERTISEMENT

#   LADY JJ'S ART GALLERY IN OLNI

Welcome to my Art gallery. I have many sketches on view of people who you may 
recognize so please feel free to drop in any time you wish to look round. I am  adding new 
ones all the time so keep visiting.  For Olni residents I charge just ten coppers for a sketch 
of a single person. so why not have one done of yourself, your loved one or your slave. Or 
even all three as they make wonderful gifts. My gallery is in the square besides the bank 
building in Olni so please come along.

Lady JJ



#   HOY BANK 

BANKERS / COIN MERCHANTS REQUIRED 

THE CITY OF OLNI 
CITY OF LANDA
PORT KALANA ON THE VOSK RIVER 

Duties will include 
Normal banking duties
Keeping of records 
Exchange of coins 
checking of coins for quality 
checking for rare coins 
contracts for trade 

Apprentices accepted too.
Applications to the House of HoY (Rarius Yuroki)

The House of Yuroki Bank is a privately owned company. It employs its own bankers, 
merchants and guards, all of the highest quality. The House of Yuroki Bank has branches 
in Port of Victoria, Tarnwald, Venna, Landa and the city of Olni in Saleria. More branches 
are under construction.

Specializing in coin production, it is pleased to offer this service to any cities wishing to 
issue their own coinage. For this it could mint their coins.

It is also interested in opening branches in other cities, working under license from them. It 
would wish to acquire premises in them to operate from, and would prefer to employ native 
citizens in the first instance as their staff.

# THE JEWELL THEATRE

The Jewell Theatre announces our new production of Flowering Jade 

Based on the story of Madame Butterfly, Flowering Jade is the story of a girl who ends up 
in slavery by a series of incidents and accidents. Giving herself entirely to love, Jade waits 
for the day when her Master will return to reclaim her. 

Auditions will commence on the 16th February at 3pm slt & 17th February at Noon in the 
Jewell Theatre.  

If you have always wanted to be a part of our productions, you will need good internet 
connection, reasonable SL skills and sufficient dedication to turn up to rehearsals regularly. 
We would love to hear from you.  

Contact Fake Jewell for further details. 

�



Ask Sas Shi for more informations
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Samandiriel/206/128/29

# GOREAN UNIVERSITY

The Gorean University
(previously Gorean Pleasure Silk University)
Educating Gor since 2008
Dec - Jan Schedule
Schedule of classes and events: http://www.localendar.com/public/GPSUStaff

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serendipity%20Falls/135/95/25

#     GOREAN LEGAL ACADEMY (GLA)

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507

LEGAL COURSES

Magistrate & Advocate Courses
Lady Janette Inglewood

Thank you for your interest.

GLA offers two main legal courses. 
There is no charge and courses are open to both free and slaves.  

1)   GOREAN MAGISTRATE COURSE

- eight, one hour classes and two pieces of written work. We cover issues such as the 
laws, sentencing, IC/OOC, court procedures, jurisdiction and day to day tasks.  It is a 
friendly discursive style class.

- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display (examples)
- graduates receive a Magistrate's Wand of Office

- course begins December 10th, for 8 weeks
classes each Monday at:
1pm OR 5pm  SLT

2)   GOREAN ADVOCATE COURSE

- eight,  one hour classes. 
It is based around RP trials.  We focus on the law, courtroom procedure and tactics as we 
role-play a series of case studies.
Two further cases are covered as written work.

- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display  (examples)



- graduates receive a Law School Advocates Ring

- course begins December 11th for 8 weeks
classes each Tuesday at:
1pm OR 5pm  SLT

- To enrol in the Magistrate and/or Advocate course, please contact me, Janette Inglewood 
or my girl Krista (krista1k)

- info regarding GLA self study basic scribe course

we recommend the Library on Gorean Campus for your research and studies

Janette Inglewood
Olni High Magistrate 
Head of School, Gorean Legal Academy
_______________________________________________

##  ROLEPLAY

18   MERA'S AERIAL DANCE

by House of Yuroki's (HoY) slaves Mera and Blanca

07:59]  Mera (meradoll) takes a deep breath and walks up to the suspended colorful silk 
ribbons. She rolled her shoulders to loosed up her muscles and stretched her arms to 
prepare a moment. she grabbed two of the ribbons together and with all of the strength 
she had worked so hard to gain up, she pulled her body up. Her feet cling to the ribbons 
behind her to add a little extra boost until she rose several feet from the ground over their 
heads. She held on tight then closed her eyes momentarily to find her center and get in the 
zone for what she had been practicing for

08:05] Mera (meradoll) she clasped the two ribbons and separated them, her arms 
spreading to either side of her body and quickly flicked her wrists, wrapping the ribbons 
around them so she was only held up by the strength of her arms. The struggle with her 
muscles caused her arms to tremble slightly then her eyes opened. She clasped the 
ribbons tight and rocked her body into a sway, weaving between the other ribbons as she 
did so. She adjusted her body into almost a piroet, one leg stretched out behind her and 
she circled it wrapping it in another ribbon. Her other leg was bent beneath her at the 
knee. She suddenly released one of her wrists from the wrapped clasp of its silk and her 
body picked up momentum. Her arm made a large circle on the side of her body as her 
head tilted back losing itself in the feeling of free spin. she lowered her leg and 
straightened her body to allow it to spin and wrap itself around in the ribbons.

[08:10]  Ehren Faustus (ehren1): His eyes follow mera exclusively, the blue of them bright 
with interest as she poses and sways. The ribbons seem to hold her and caress her as her 
movements cause them to wrap and twine about her form. Every graceful curve is 
revealed beautifully and he is clearly entranced. "Your sister's work has paid off girl, this 
dance is marvelous."

[08:12]  Mera (meradoll) She seemed rather concentrated, though she knew the man was 
there watching, as well as blanca. She didn't allow her words to sych her out. mera was 



very confident from how hard and how much time she put into such a dance. Her heart 
began to pound heavily for the next move. It would be only enough to scare them as her 
body was wrapped in the silks. she was able to clasp about three feet of the bottom of the 
silks to wrap around her forearm and moved her body to lay horizontally. The silk caressed 
her flesh before she forced herself into a spiraling horizontal display heading towards the 
ground only to stop herself with the silks wrapped around her arms and legs. The sudden 
halt she knew she had to use every muscle she had to hold up her whole weight, but she 
managed quite perfectly. Her breasts bounced free of the binding silks. she spread her 
arms and legs and suspended momentarily so close to the ground. she paused only a 
moment to look up and see if any gasps came from the spectators.

[08:19]  Mera (meradoll):  herself there only a moment and lowered her legs once again 
below her suddenly spinning again, her legs held out before her as if she were sitting. Her 
strength may have been unbelievable, but she knew it was more than mere strength. she 
crossed her arms behind her back and loosened the ribbons from her arms, pulling them 
to cross behind her back. She held them to create a sort of swing and wrapped her legs in 
two more ribbons sensually

[08:16]  Ehren Faustus (ehren1) no gasp escapes his lips but he does jerk forward, his 
arms raising as if to try and catch her. He catches himself an ihn after she stops herself 
and he clears his throat with embarrassment to have reacted so obviously to her display. 
He pounds his fist on his shoulder in appreciation of her skill although his attention begins 
to focus more on her revealed flesh than technique as she continues to sway in the 
binding silk ribbons.

[08:25]  Mera (meradoll) arches her back and leans back, her breasts bouncing softly, her 
hips began to rock and wiggle with her movements on the silk swing. her legs then 
wrapped, she still held fast to the swing portion of her ribbons but also clasped the ends of 
the bindings on her legs. Once she had a good hold, she released the swing and daringly, 
it would appear she were falling once more to the spectators but she was held up securely 
by her legs. from the release of the swing, she had enough momentum to swing in a long 
swoop up to the spectators, her wrists rolled into the silks holding tightly. she released one 
of her legs and held it out, stretching her legs apart so she was then only held up by one 
and her hands. she swayed to and fro and when she realized she had caught enough 
around her wrists, she released her other leg and daringly once more fell towards the 
ground, her body jerked to a halt suddenly at her clasp around her wrists. This time she 
was mere inches from the ground and a mere smirk crossed her

[08:25]  Mera (meradoll):  strawberry lips as she flicked her eyes up once more to her 
spectators for reaction while rocking her hips to and fro, her arms held above her head 
suspended as if she were floating over the ground

[08:27]  Basa (greenway.avril): ahhh meraaa.... dancing kajira

[08:28]  blanca (elevation25.faerye): she is fying kajira ... ww so close to the sky ,, yet so 
near to the floor

[08:28]  Basa (greenway.avril): aye blanca flying kajira and fire kajira

08:30]  Ehren Faustus (ehren1) grins as a similar trick is repeated, his eyes have caught 
on to the trick of wrapping different limbs to catch herself from fully falling so he does not 
startle again but the thought does cross his mind while she is low enough to the ground 



that he could reach out and easily pluck her from the ribbons and end this teasing dance. 
The train of his thoughts might easily be read on his face for he does nothing to hide them 
but for now he leans back against the wall again, deciding that he is enjoying the tease too 
much to end it early.

[08:35]  Mera (meradoll) her lips smirked up at the Master that seemed to catch on to her 
tricks, but he had no idea what her finale would be. she winked and gazed over seeing the 
Master Basa approach to watch and her eyes lit up as she had promised to dance for him, 
she was happy he arrived. She kicked her feet to twirl into a back flip, again wrapping the 
silks around her arms and raising into the air with each flip until she lost momentum. she 
pulled her body vertical again revealing the silks that were wrapped up her inner thigh on 
the right, the left hung loosely. she pointed her free leg out and swung carelessly, then 
again releasing the ribbon from her arm and hanging only by her thigh only to clasp the 
ribbons around her wrist again as she hung upside down and loosened the clasp on her 
thigh as appearance to be flipping down the ribbons. She reached the climax and had to 
finish strong.......

[08:40]  Ehren Faustus (ehren1) shakes his head in amazement at the controlled display. 
They play of her muscles under her skin is beautiful. He breaths in the moment, the joy of 
the performing slave in front of him, the crisp clean breeze on his skin, the warmth of the 
stones under his boots. It is a perfect moment and worth savoring. His eyes remain 
focused on the girl, clearly eager to see what she might do next.

[08:43]  Basa (greenway.avril) ruffles blanca hair watching up to mera, at her dangerous 
dange grab her hairs and pull them just a while tighten his teeth seeing a difficult 
movement, then claps his hand over his shoulder....* mera you are the best..* he yell out 
hoping she stays concentrate on her flying

[08:43]  blanca (elevation25.faerye): blanca looks up quite proud at her sisters wonderful 
display ,, she is surely skilled at the ribbon dance ,, blanca is a little jealous of her sister 
but also proud of her,, "good dancing mera , you are surely the kajira of dance" claps her 
hands loudly

[08:45]  mera (meradoll):  her head and her hands touched the ground, balancing her 
position. Her strawberry lips parted and she beckoned out loudly through the city with pride 
"LA KAJIRA!!"

[08:45]  blanca (elevation25.faerye): "LA KAJIRA!!"
_______________________________________________

##  KNOWLEDGE

19    PANTHER GIRLS BY THE BOOKS

by Azalea Montale

Some people think of black-furred leopards or a Carolina football team, but to Goreans the 
word "panther" takes on a very different meaning.  Panther girls are one of the many 
distinctive societies that populate the world of Counter-Earth.  They are almost a footnote 
to the overall society of Gor that focuses largely on the culture of the various cities such as 
Ar, Port Cos, Thentis, or Turia and their impact on the larger world around them.  Similar to 



the slaves of Gor, which are only a very small percentage of the population in the books of 
John Norman, panther girls become a larger contingent in online communities.  The books 
tell us precious little about the day to day lives of the panther girls, but it is who these 
women are that is of critical importance to understanding them. 

(...) I leave you with words from John Norman dated fall 2001 from the official World of Gor 
website:

There are no "female warriors" on Gor. Gor is on the whole an honestly male-dominated 
realistic world. Indeed, this honesty is one of the things that commends it to romantic, 
heterosexual, hormonally normal women. Antimenite fantasies, man-hater fantasies, 
frustrate fantasies, and such, belong elsewhere. There are panther girls, and talunas, on 
Gor. There are not, however, women warriors. They are unhappy, frustrated, disturbed 
women half alienated from their sex. They tend to run in dangerous feline packs. Once 
captured and subdued it is said they make excellent slaves. "Bring me into the collar if you 
can!" "I am now yours, Master." If we cannot have women who are true to the Gorean 
world in the game the game is not true to the Gorean world. "Amazons" are for female 
frustrates, and perhaps male weaklings, or masochists. Ms. Conan does not belong in the 
Gorean world. Let her pump her iron elsewhere. In the Gorean world such a character 
would seem out of place, and silly. 
_______________________________________________

##   ONLINISMS OF THE WEEK

#   Slaves were common in Gor
FALSE

(they actually made up a small percentage of the general population in Gor.  The numbers 
of slaves seen in SL Gor and on personal chains are grossly unbalanced and exaggerated 
compared to the books and unrealistic)

Normally only about one in forty or so Gorean women in the cities is enslaved. Free 
Gorean women, incidentally, enjoy a prestige and status which, it seems to me, is higher 
than that of the normal Earth woman." --Explorers of Gor, page 529

#   The kneeling position where the hands are crossed at the back of a slave is known as 
"Bracelets"
FALSE

(It is a variation of Nadu or the postion of the pleasure slave.  Bracelets is a standing 
position in which a slave assumes for her hands to be bound)

"The position of the Pleasure Slave, incidentally, differs from the position of both the free 
woman and the Tower Slave. The hands of a Pleasure Slave normally rest on her thighs 
but, in some cities, for example, Thentis, I believe, they are crossed behind her. More 
significantly, for the free woman's hands may also rest on her thighs, there is a difference 
in the placement of the knees. In all these kneeling positions, incidentally, even that of the 
Pleasure Slave, the Gorean woman carries herself well; her back is straight and her chin is 
high. She tends to be vital and beautiful to look upon." --Priest-Kings of Gor, page 41

"Bracelets," he snapped.



She put her head in the air and placed her hands behind her back. —  Hunters of Gor, 
page 146

He had removed a pair of light bracelets, joined by about five inches of light chain, from his 
pouch. "Slave bracelets," he said. "Turn around, facing the door, your hands behind your 
back." —  Kajira of Gor, page 132

"Bracelets!" snapped Ho-Sorl suddenly, and Phyllis flung her wrists behind her back, threw 
back her head and turned it to one side, the instantaneous response of a trained girl. —  
Assassin of Gor, page 214

"Bracelets!" I said in Gorean harshly.
The girl snapped to position, hands behind the small of her back, head lifted, chin up, 
turned to the left. In such a posture she may be conveniently put in bracelets and leashed. 
—  Tribesman of Gor, page 78

#   There is red sugar on Gor.
FALSE

(while it may be true, red sugar is never specifically mentioned in the books. There are 4 
colors of sugar with only two being specified.  Red salt however, was specifically 
mentioned)
 
"Lola now returned to the small table and, kneeling, head down, served us our dessert, 
slices of tospit, sprinkled with four Gorean sugars." --Rogue of Gor, page 139

   "She carried a tray, on which were various spoons and sugars. She knelt, placing her 
tray on the table. With a tiny spoon, its tip no more than a tenth of a hort in diameter, she 
placed four measures of white sugar, and six of yellow, in the cup; with two stirring spoons, 
one for the white sugar, another for the yellow, she stirred the beverage after each 
measure."
    ~ "Tribesmen of Gor" page 89
   
"All were laughing and drinking. Only Kamchak seemed solemn. Near him, in places of 
honor, at a long, low table, above the bowls of yellow and red salt, on each side, sat many 
of the high men of Turia, clad in their finest robes, their hair oiled, scented and combed for 
the banquet." --Nomads of Gor, page 262

#   Healing herbs found on earth were also common on Gor.
FALSE

(while it is common in sl gorean roleplay to fall back on the use of medicinal herbs since 
the fine details of Gorean medicines are not provided in the books, plants such as willow 
bark and agrimony are never specifically mentioned)

__________________________

##     ABOUT THE NEW VOICE OF GOR

The Landa Times is to become the NEW VOICE OF GOR.



The reasons for this are the former VOICE OF GOR Is one of the oldest publications of 
second life Gor. Many Goreans have come to know it and its editor Verona Lorgsval.

Verona does not longer publish the Voice of Gor which was based in the city of Olni. Her 
mission statement  for the paper was:

"The Voice of Gor is a cross sim Gorean wide newspaper.  It is designed to promote and 
increase Cross Sim Role play and communication. The Voice of Gor strives to ensure that 
all parties are contacted ahead of time; however, occasionally a city will object to what was 
written. Any city is free to write a rebuttal or send in their own news."  

THE NEW VOICE OF GOR is available:

for members of the group Cartographers and Explorers of Gor (about 1791 members)
for members of the group BTB Goreans (about 683 members)
for members of the group Alliance of Valkyrie Panthers (about 1463 members)
for members of the group Gorean Information and Notices (about 125 members)

in the Gor Hub (near the map there)  
http://slurl.com/secondlife/0%200%20Acajou/191/148/3009

in the City Port of Olni (gate house)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507

In Forest Port (docks)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Forest%20Port/186/230/3251

in Tharna (skybox)   http://slurl.com/secondlife/Tharna/40/108/4044

in Tarnwald (docks) http://slurl.com/secondlife/City%20of%20Tarnwald/251/133/1013

in the Oasis of Nine Wells (near the gate) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Nine%20Wells
%20East/19/188/63

in the Gorean campus (besides the gallery)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serena
%20Aquarius/8/125/22

in Point Alfred (docks) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Paradise%20Bird/246/29/25

If you want to have a dispenser of the  NEW VOICE OF GOR (6 prims, not transfer) on 
your sim, please contact Yuroki Uriza

The NEW VOICE OF GOR  http://www.gorean-forums.com/


